
Thanks for checking out our JackpotCity candid review - if you’re interested in migrating to 
the world of online betting, stick with us while we fairly and honestly review their games, 
bonuses and services. While JackpotCity is one of the smaller names in the industry, it 
doesn’t deserve to be. Between its astoundingly generous welcome bonus, 5-star 
promotional rewards and friendly atmosphere, this online casino is easily somewhere I 
could whittle away the hours thrashing suckers at video poker with a Cuban cigar hanging 
from my mouth. 
 
JackpotCity Casino boasts 500 world-class online casino games and over 200 mobile games 
with premium quality and graphics. With an ocean of choices, it’s sometimes hard to know 
where to start, but JackpotCity puts emphasis on playing what you love. A blackjack and 
poker fan myself, I feel at home here. JackpotCity successfully offers all the fun and 
atmosphere of a real casino and none of the gum stuck to the sole of your shoe. 
Running on Microgaming - the favoured platform for high-quality online casinos - the 
features are slick, fast and modern, and allows you to use the casino on any mobile 
devices. 
 
While its software and games are huge sellers for JackpotCity, it’s their bonuses and 
promotions that really boot any competitors out of the way. You could win up to £1600 just 
for signing up and placing a deposit - they give you 100% of your deposit back, so you’ve got 
double what you put in to play with. Sure, it’s a marketing tool to get you to play more of 
their games - but does anyone really care when they’ll match up to £800? 
 
They also offer a wide range of daily, weekly and monthly prizes which could be anything 
from casino credit awards to “cash, gadgets, luxury holidays and 5-star cruises” as well as 
instant-win games for the impatient players among us. Paying out awards as fast as 24-48 
hours, JackpotCity is one of the fastest among its competitors. 
 
JackpotCity Casino assures you that “once you’ve played at JackpotCity, you won’t want to 
play anywhere else”. I’d usually scoff at such a bold statement - but I think they might be 
right. 


